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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a series of computer codes, developed to study 
the migration behaviour of radionuclides through geological me-
dia, have appeared. In general the aim of these programmes has 
been to predict the movement of radionuclides, following leakage 
from a repository, whereas minor attention has been drawn to the 
actual behaviour of the nuclides within the repository. Since 
the radioactive waste preferentially is, or will be, placed in 
repositories, consisting of several artificial barriers of very 
low permeability, it is expectable that ground water movements 
within the boundaries of the repository are neglicible, i.e. 
any transport of dissolved material can be assumed to proceed 
by pure diffusion. 
The computer program DIFMIG (which is written in FORTRAN IV) 
calculates, one-dimensionally (i,»e. column) , the diffusive mi-
gration of single substances through arbitrary multi-barrier 
systems, according to the diffusion equation (1) 
3C/3t = D'(t)32C/3x2 + F'(C,t) (1) 
where D'(t) is the effective dispersion coefficient and F'(C,t) 
is a function responsible for the time dependent changes in 
concentration other than dispersion/diffusion, e.g_. slow dis-
solution or leaching of a compound from a repository, radioactive 
decay, and/or build up of daughter products. The method further-
more, through D'(t), takes the possible time dependent variations 
in the effective dispersion coefficient into account, the latter 
being defined as the product of the possibly time dependent re-
tention factor R*(t) (2), and the diffusion coefficient in the 
liquid phase, D, (3). The total time dependence of the retention 
factor incorporates possible time dependences of the porosity, 
e(t), as well as of the distribution coefficient K_(t). p is 
the density of the solid phase. 
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Rf(t) * (l + pKpUm-eftn/eCt)) -1 (2) 
D'(t) - Rf(t)-D (3) 
The diffusion equation (1) is solved by a finite difference im-
plicite method, the resulting trigonal matrix equation being sol-
ved by standard methods. 
2. SET UP THE DIFFUSION EQUATION 
To set up the equation for the diffusive transport through a 
column, we shall look at the mass-balance for a single volume 
element dxdydz in the column 
dz 
/&i 
dx 
Assuming the flow of the component to be in the liquid phase 
only and only in the x-direction (i..e. the one-dimentional case) 
the- mass-balance for a dissolved compound (e>£. a radionuclide) 
in the volume element dxdydz is given by the equation (4) 
edxdydz3C/3t + p(l-e)dxdydz3C/3t = -edydzD(3C/3x)x 
+ edydzD(3C/3x)x+dx + F(C,t)dxdydz -edxdydzAC 
-p(l-e)dxdydzXC (4) 
where e is the porosity, J * -D3C/3x is the flux pr. unit area 
of liquid phase in the cross section dydz (the liquid flow area 
is edydz), D is the diffusion coefficient in the liquid phase, 
F(C,t) is the total amount of the compound produced in a unit 
volume of the column per unit time at the time t, Ais the decay 
constant of the radionuclide, p is the density of the solid pha-
se, and C and C are the concentrations of the component in the 
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liquid phase and on the solid phase, respectively, the latter 
being equal to K-C, where R_ is the distribution coefficient. 
By introducing Rf « (1+pKjjd-O/e)" and by expanding (3C/3x)x+dx 
in Taylor series the mass-balance are reduced to equation (5), 
assuming equilibrium sorption of the radionuclide, an assumption 
which in general will be valid, since the equilibrium sorption 
will be rapid compared to the possible time dependent changes in 
retention factors and porosities. 
ac/at » RfDa^/ax2 + RfF(c,t)/e - xc (5) 
which by introduction of equation (3) as well as the time depen-
dence of Rf and e (cf. (2)) leads to equation (1) adopting (6) 
F"(C,t) = Rf(t)F(C,t)/e(t) - XC (6) 
3. SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION 
The finite difference representations of the single elements in 
the diffusion equation (1) is given by the equations (7) through 
(9), designating the indices j and i to time and distance, re-
spectively . 
OC/3t) 1 # j - (C i f j + 1 -C l r j)/Aj (7) 
OC/3x) i f j - (C±+lrj - C1.1 J/2L1 (8) 
(32C/3x2)ifj = (C 1 + l r j + C W r j - 2Ci/j)/Ai2 (9) 
Accordingly, the diffusion equation is represented by backward 
differences in time for implicit solution (10) 
(ci,j+i " ci,J*/** " Di<Vi ) ( ci-n,j*i * ci-i,j+i " 2ci,j-i)/Ai 
*
 F
'
(Ci,j+l'tj+D (10) 
2 
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For functions F" (C,t), which vary only slowly with time, the lat-
ter term in equation (10) is approximated by PMC. -t#t.) in or-
der to preserve the trigonal system of equations. The general 
equation to be solved, (11), is then set up by rewriting (10) 
-
AiCi-!f j+l + < 1 + 2V Ci. j +l " AiCi+l.j*l 
:i,:i+Ajp,(ci,rV < 11) 
where A± - D« (t;j+1)Aj/Ai4 
The general equation (11) is valid for all points through out the 
column except for a) the first point in the column (i..e. i = 0), 
b) points where properties (e.£. D* and e) change abruptly U.e. 
boundaries between the single barriers), and c) the end of the 
column. These three cases are to be handled separately in the 
following. 
The arrangement of the repository and the surrounding barriers 
is visualized schematically in figure I. 
N, N„ 
'1 "2 
Figure I. Schematically representation of the reposi-
tory and the surrounding barriers. For calculational 
reasons (vide infra) a symmetrical arrangement of the 
barriers around the center of the repository is assumed. 
3.1 First Point in the Column 
Assuming a symmetrical arrangement of the repository and the sur-
rounding barriers (cf. fig. I), the center of the repository 
appears as the first point in the column (i » 0). The boundary 
condition for this point is given by equation (12) 
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(3C/3x)im<) - (Ciml - Ci_1)/2Ai « O (12) 
The equation for the first point in the column, equation (13), 
is accordingly obtained by insertion of (12) into the general 
equation (11) 
i-0: (1+2A0>C0#j+1 - 2 A 0 # j + 1 C l j + 1 » 
co,j + « F , ( co,j'V (13) 
3.2 Boundaries Between Barriers 
When the barrier properties (D' and c) changes abruptly at points 
i * HR (cf. fig. I), tl 
given by equation (14) 
N_ the boundary condition for these points are 
e K ^ K * ' K + l ^ 1 ( 1 4 ) 
where K is the barrier number and i=N_ is the point where the 
barriers K and K+l meets (cf. fig. I). 
In order to avoid an introduction of a relation between two fic-
K K+l tive concentrations, C„
 +, and CN ,, and to preserve the trigonal 
system of equations, the concentration gradients in the expres-
sions for Jtj and J~ are represented by simple forward differen-
ces instead of central differences (equation (15)). 
"
D5 K £K+ltCNK+l-CNK,/Ai <15) 
which gives 
where 
EK ' eK/eK+l <17> 
Hence, the calculation of CN is not a part of the integration 
procedure. Accordingly, the Integration equations for the last 
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point in the barrier K and the first point in the barrier K+l 
are given by the equations (18) and (19), respectively. 
"N^-lS^.j+l + < 1 + 2 A M K -r 6 l l K A ! l K - l ) C N K - l , j+ l " 
, l
" \ V V ^ 1 " \-i'i* A3F'(Vi.:i'V (18) 
(19) 
where 
5NK - vf i^v«;+ D^ii> (20) 
3.3 Boundary Condition at the End of the Last Barrier. 
Two different types of barrier systems are considered: a) the 
last barrier is of infinite length, and b) at the point i'Nw the 
last barrier ends in a pond. 
3.3.1 Last barrier of infinite length 
Assuming the last barrier being of infinite length, the calcula-
tion stops at a point i*H»j» which should be a point in the column 
that is never reached by the progressing concentration profile 
during the time period covered by the calculation. 
At this point 
OC/ax)- - ( C N M + 1 - C^„1)/2Ai » 0 (21) 
"M M 
which leads to the following last integration equation to be sol-
ved (22) 
-
2 A N M C N M - I , J * I * ( 1 + 2 A ~ M ) C N M ' ^ 1 * C V * + A j p , ( c v r V (22) 
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3.3.2 Last barriar ands in a pond 
Assuming a) tha last barriar at a point i**- to and in a pond of 
volume « V, b) tha water within tha pond to ba conplataly mixed 
at all times (i,.a. tha concantration in tha water, C^, is con-
stant through out tha pond), c) that a constant flow of watar, 
V , is withdrawn frost tha pond, and d) tha flow of tha Migrating 
spacias across tha boundary layar batwaan tha barriar and tha 
pond to ba stationary and fraa of siapla convection in tha direc-
tion cf transport at all times, tha boundary condition at tha 
and of tha final barriar can ba approximated by aquation (23) 
which say ba rawrittan intc aquation (24) 
"v1 * V 1 " (2Ai/c»B%>(vv<v 
(2Ai/CHBDIi|!> < W S l <24> 
whara tha subscript KB rafars to tha number of tha final barriar 
and Dw/5|| is tha mass transfer number for tha boundary layar. 
Combining tha aquations (24) and (11) affords tha last integra-
tion equation in tha last barriar (25) 
V 2 A i A » » V (Dw/6-)Cw * \ * 1 * AJF' (C«M^'t3) (25) 
When tha bulk area of the column through which tha migrating 
species is transferred from the last barriar into the pond is A, 
equation (26) is valid 
d(CMV)/dt --HFCW • AcpaJii " xcwV ( 2 6 ) 
which for constant volume, V, and by introduction of (23) can 
be rewritten into (27) 
dCjf/dt » -WFCJJ/V -(AfC^-C,, )/V)0||/5w - XCW (27) 
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Representing this equation (27) by its finite difference approx-
imation, of the same type as used for the single barriers, we ob-
tain equation (28), which is the last equation to be integrated. 
-(AJA/VMVVSfe.j+l + d+AjHPA+(AjAA)(D1/«1|))CWfj+1 = 
CW,j " X V J ( 2 8 ) 
The equations (11), (13), (18), (19), and (22) (or (25) and (28)) 
enable us to set up the total trigonal system of equations, which 
2 
is solved by standard methods. 
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APPENDIX I: COMPUTER CODE 
100 »RESET FREE 
200 FILE 7(TITLE>'NI6RAC',KIND*BISK,1MXRECSIZE*22) 
FILE 8(TITLE»'HI6RAF',KIND*DISK,HAXRECSIZE=22) 
FILE 9(TITLE«'HIGRAW',KIMB«DISK,NAXRECSIZE=22) 
C THE PROGRAM "DIFHI6" CALCULATES ONE-DIHENTIONALLT (I.E. COLUMN) 
C THE DIFFUSIVE HI6RATI0N OF SIN6LE SUBSTANCES THR0U6H A HULTI-
C BARRIER SYSTEM, ACC0RBIN6 TO THE DIFFUSION EQUATION: 
C (BC/DT)*fi*(B2C/!»X2) * F(C,T) 
C UHERE B» IS THE EFFECTIVE DISPERSION COEFFICIENT AND F(C,T> IS 
C. A FUNCTION RESPONSIBLE FOR TINE BEPENBENT CHAN6ES IN CONCENTRA-
TION OTHER THAN BISPERSiOM/DIFFUSION (E.6. SLOW DISSOLUTION 
OF THE COMPOUND FROM A REPOSITORY AND/OR RADIOACTIVE BECAY. 
TKI HETHOB FURTHERMORE TAKES A POSSIBLE TIHE DEPENBENT VARIATION 
IN THE EFFECTIVE DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS INTO ACCOUNT. 
THE DIFFUSION EOUATION IS SOLVEB BY A FINITE BIFFERENCE IH-
PLICITE NETHOB; THE RESULTIN6 TRIGONAL MATRIX EQUATION IS 
SOLVEO BY STANBARB HETHOBS. 
REFERENCE: P.BO AND L.CARLSEN, RISOE-H-2262, 1981. 
THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE NEEDED 
NUMBER OF BARRIERS 
NUNBER OF THE LAST POINT IN THE COLUMN 
THE CONSTANT TINE STEP USED IN THE CALCULATION 
THE EQUIDISTANT DISTANCE BETWEEN THE POINTS THROUGH 
THE COLUMN 
AN INTE6ER INDICATING THE TYPE OF 'END BOUNBARY 
CONDITION'. '0' INDICATES AN INFINITE FINAL 
BARRIER; 'V INDICATES OUTFLOW INTO A UELL 
"DW" : MASS TRANSPORT FIGURE FOR UATER (USEB IN THE CASE 
OF OUTFLOW INTO A UELL). "DU" IS THE RATIO BETWEEN 
THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN UATER AND THE THICK-
NESS OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER 
"AREA" : COLUMN CROSS SECTION AREA (BULK AREA) 
"VOL" : VOLUME OF THE UELL 
"UF" : THE CONTINOUS PUNP OUT FROM THE UELL 
"BECAY" : RADIOACTIVE DECAY CONSTANT 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
ttoo 
1200 
1300 
1400 
1500 
1600 
1700 
1800 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2300 
2400 
2500 
2600 
2700 
2800 
2900 
3000 
3100 
3200 
3300 
3400 
3500 
3600 
3700 
3800 
3900 
4000 
4100 
4200 
4300 
4400 
4500 
4600 
4700 
4800 
4900 
5000 
5100 
"NB" 
"NMAX" 
"BELT -
"DELN" 
"RECIP" 
4 M 0 " , " H 1 - : CONSTANTS I N THE F ( C , T ) FUNCTION 
"THAX" 
"TOPL" 
t MAXIMUM TINE FOR THE MIGRATION STUDY 
» MAXIMUM TIHE FOR THE POSSIBLE DISSOLUTION OF MA-
TERIAL FROM THE REPOSITORY. IN GENERAL BARRIER-1 
UILL BE DESIGNATED TO THE REPOSITORY 
: NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS BETWEEN OUTPUT OF CONCENTRATION PRO 
FILE 
i NUMBER OF TIHESTEPS BETUEEN COLLECTION OF OUTFLOW THROU 
6H THE SINGLE BARRIER BOUNDARIES 
: NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS BETUEEN CHANGE IN RETENTION FACTORS 
j NUMBER OF TIHESTEPS BETEEN CHANGE IN POROSITIES 
CIENTS (AS A FUNCTION OF TIME) 
DIMENSION C(2,1000),NBB(10),F(1000),D(1000),RFO(1000),RFF(1000),GF 
1(1000),RF(1000),EPSO(1000),EPSF(1000),G6P8(1000),EPS(1000),A(1000) 
2,A1(1000),A2(1000),A3(1000)PALPHA(1000),BETA(1000),Y(1000),CU(1000 
3),FL(10,2000),CU(2000) 
"KCT" 
"KFT" 
HKRT" 
"KET" 
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5200 INTEGER RECIP 
5300 READ<5,/) NB.NHAX,DELT,DELN,RECIP,DU,AREA,VOL,UF,DECAY,HO,HI,THAX, 
5400 1T0PL 
5500 READ(5,/) KCT,KFT,KRT.KET 
5600 C "NBB(D" IS THE LAST POINT FOR CALCULATION IN THE BARRIER I 
5700 DO 200 1*1,NB 
5800 READ(5,/> NBBU) 
5900 200 CONTINUE 
6000 T-0 
6100 IC3=1 
6200 IC1*2 
6300 IC2=1 
6400 C "T" IS THE TIHE AND IC3, IC1, AND IC2 ARE CONCENTRATION 
6500 C ARRAY PARAMETERS 
6600 KC=0 
6700 KF»0 
6800 KKF=0 
6900 C "KC" AND "KFM COUNT FROH 0 TO KCT AND KFT, RESPECTIVELY 
7000 C "KKF- COUNTS THE NUMBER OF KFT INTERVALS (EQUAL TO (TNAX/DELT)+1) 
7100 DO 220 I=1,NMAX*1 
7200 F(I)=-DECAY 
7300 C THE 'F(I) FUNCTION IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CHANGES IN CONCENTRATION 
7400 C DUE TO POSSIBLE RADIOACTIVE DECAY 
7500 220 CONTINUE 
7600 C**** INITIAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE **** 
7700 C "C0,N1,M2" CORRESPONDS TO THE CONCENTRATION C AT THE TINE-0 
7800 C IN THE COLUMN SECTION LIMITED 3Y THE PGINTS N1 AND N2 
7900 310 READ(5,/) 0,N1,N2 
8000 DO 300 I=N1,N2,1 
8100 C(1,I)»fl 
8200 300 CONTINUE 
8300 IF (N2.LT.NHAX) 6OT0 310 
8400 C**** DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS (INPUT)**** 
8500 C THE DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS ("D(I>") INCORPORATES EFFECTS OF 
8600 C DIFFUSION AND DISPERSION 
8700 C "D,N1,N2" CORRESPONDS TO THE DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS UITHIN 
8800 C THE COLUMN RAN6E LIMITED BY THE POINTS N1 AND N2 
8900 420 READ<5,/) Q,N1,N2 
9000 DO 410 I»N1,N2,1 
9100 D(I)'fi 
9200 410 CONTINUE 
9300 IF (H2.LT.NHAX) GOTO 420 
9400 C "RFO" AND "RFF" ARE THE RETENTION FACTORS AT THE TIME»0 AND TIHE»I 
9500 C NFINITE,RESPECTIVELY. "GR" IS A CONSTANT. 
9600 C 'RFO' AND 'RFF' IN THE COLUMN SECTION LIMITED BY THE POINTS N1 AND 
9700 C N2 
9800 440 READ(5,/)R,S,Q,N1,N2 
9900 DO 430 I*N1,N2,1 
10000 RFO(I)>R 
10100 RFF(I)*S 
1020O 6R(I)«0 
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10300 430 CONTINUE. 
10400 IF(N2.LT.NHAX) GOTO 440 
10500 C "EPSO" AND "EP3F" ARE THE POROSITIES AT THE TI(1E=0 AND TIHE=INFINI 
10600 C TE,RESPECTIVELY. "6EPS" IS A CONSTANT. 
10700 C 'EPSO' AND 'EPSF' IN THE COLUMN SECTION LIMITED BY THE POINTS 
10800 C NI AND N2 
10900 460 READ(5,/)R,S,Q,N1,N2 
11000 DO 450 I=N1,M2,1 
11100 EPSO(I)-R 
11200 EPSF(I)*S 
11300 GEPS(I)=Q 
11400 450 CONTINUE 
11500 IF(N2.LT.NHAX) GOTO 460 
11600 C**** PLOTTER PARAMETERS FOR OUTPUT FILES MIGRAC ,NIGRAF, AND NIGRAU**** 
11700 C THIS SECTION IN THE PROGRAM HAY BE SUBSTITUTED SUITABLY IF 
11800 C ANOTHER PL0TTIN6 PROCEDURE FOR THE OUTPUT FILES IS PREFERRED. 
11900 READ(5,/> RHAX,SHAX 
12000 R*NHAX/RHAX 
12100 S=TNAX/(KFT*DELT*SHAX> 
12200 C "RHAX", "SMAX", "R", AND "S" ARE USED FOR THE POSSIBLE PLOTTING 
12300 C OF THE OUTPUT FILES (HI6RAC/HI6RAF/HISRAU) BY THE PROGRAM MIGPLOT 
12400 C "RHAX" AND "SHAX" ARE THE TOTAL MIGRATION PATHUAY AND TIME, RESPEC 
12500 C TIVELY IN UNITS SUITABLE FOR THE PLOTTER ROUTINE. 
12600 C OBS!!!! RMAX AND SMAX MUST BE LESS THAN 10, E.6. FOR PATHWAYS UP 
12700 C TO 100 METERS AND TINES UP TO 100 YEARS LMAX AND NNAX MUST BE GIVE 
12800 C N IN DECAMETERS AND DECAYEARS, RESPECTIVELY. FOR PATHWAYS AND TINE 
12900 C S UP TO 1000 METERS AND YEARS IN HEKTOMETERS AND HEKTOYEARS 
13000 C RESPECTIVELY ETC. 
13100 C**** CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS, RETENTION 
13200 C FACTORS AND POROSITIES 
13300 C "RF(D" IS THE RETENTION FACTORS TO THE TIi1E*T 
13400 C "EPS(I)n IS THE POROSITIES TO THE TIME=T 
13500 KR'O 
13600 KE=0 
13700 C "KR" AND "KE" COUNTS FROM 0 TO KRT AND KET, RESPECTIVELY 
13800 830 DO 470 I»1,NHAX 
13900 RF(I)*RFF(I)-(RFF(I)-RFO(I))*EXP<-GR(I)*T) 
14000 Q>RF(I)*D(I) 
14100 A<I)»DELT*0/DELH**2 
14200 470 CONTINUE 
14300 KR«0 
14400 IF(T.EQ.O) GOTO 840 
14500 IF(KE.LT.KET) GOTO 490 
14600 840 DO 480 I'1,NHAX 
14700 EPS<I)«EPSF<I)-(EPSF(I>-EPSO(I>)*EXP(-GEPS(I)*T) 
14800 480 CONTINUE 
14900 KE'O 
15000 490 CONTINUE 
15100 C M * * TRIGONAL URIX EQUATION COEFFICIENTS***« 
15200 C H A 1 ( I > T H 2 ( I ) V A 3 < I ) " ARE THE TRIGONAL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
15300 A K D ' O . 
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15400 
15500 
15600 
15700 
15800 
15900 
16000 
16100 
16200 
16300 
16400 
16500 
16600 
16700 
16800 
16900 
17000 
17100 
17200 
17300 
17400 
17500 
17600 
17700 
17800 
17900 
18000 
18100 
18200 
18300 
18400 
13500 
18600 
18700 
18800 
18900 
19000 
19100 
19200 
500 
520 
510 
600 
700 
A2(1)=1.+2.*A<1) 
A3U)=-2.*A<1) 
DO 500 I-2,NU<1)-1 
AKI)--A(I) 
A2(I)s1.+2.*A(I) 
A3(I)*-A(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 510 1=2,NB 
K=MIB(I-n 
Q*EPS(K)*B(K)/EPS(K+1) 
DEL6*Q/(8*D(K+1)) 
AUK)*-A(K) 
A2(K)3l.t2.*A(K)-DEL6*A(K> 
A3(K)s-(1.-DEL6)*AtK) 
AKK+1)«-DELG*A(K*1) 
A2U+1 )=) .*2.*A(K*1 )-<1-DEL6)*A(KM) 
A3(K*1)*-A<K+1) 
DO 520 J=K+2,H8B(I)-1 
A1(J)>-A(J) 
A2(J)=1.*2.*A(J) 
A3(J)*-A(J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
A1<NNAX-1)*-A(NWW-1) 
A2(NNAX-I>«l.•2.*A(N«AX-1) 
A3<NNAX-1)»-A<NHAX-1) 
IF(RECIP.EO.I) 60T0 600 
A1(NNAX)>-2.*A(NNAX) 
A2(NNAX)>1.«2.*A(NNAX) 
A3(NHAX)*0. 
GOTO 700 
AKNHAX)=-2.*AINNAX) 
A2(NHAX)*1.*2.*A(NIIAX)+2.*DELT*DU*RF(NNAX)/(DELN*EPS(NHAX>) 
A3(NHAX)=-2.*DELT*DU*RF(NNAX)/(DELM*EPS(NNAX)) 
Al(NHAX+1>«-DElT*AftEA*DU/VOL 
A2<NHAX+1>'1.+DELT*UF/V0L • DELT*AREA*DU/VOL 
A3(NHAX*1>*0. 
60T0 700 
CONTINUE 
19300 C**** MATRIX COEFFICIENTS**** 
19400 
19500 
19600 
19700 
19800 
19900 
20000 
20100 710 
NHMHAX 
IF(RECIP.EB.I) NH*NHAX+1 
ALPHA(1)«A2(1) 
DETA(I)>A3(1)/ALPHA(1) 
DO 710 I«2fNN 
A(.PHA(I)*A2(I)-A1(I)*DETA(I-1) 
IETA(I)«A3(I)/ALPHA(I) 
CONTINUE 
20200 C«*** INTEBRATION***« 
20300 
20400 
820 IC3-IC3 
ICWC1+IC3 
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20500 
20600 
20700 
20800 
20900 
21000 
21100 
21200 
21300 
21400 
21SO0 
21600 
21700 
21800 
21900 
22000 
22100 
22200 
22300 
22400 
22500 
22600 
22700 
22800 
22900 
23000 
23100 
23200 
23300 
23400 
23500 
23600 
23700 
23800 
23900 
24000 
24100 
24200 
24300 
24400 
24500 
24600 
24700 
24800 
24900 
250OC 
25100 
25200 
2:300 
25400 
25500 
IC2*IC2-IC3 
IF(T.BT.TOPL)H0»O. 
IF(T.6T.T0PL)H1=0. 
Y(1)*(C(IC1,1)+DELT»(F(1)*C(IC1f1)+(RF(1)/EPS(1))*H0*EXP(-H1*T)*EX 
1P(F<1)*T)))/ALPHA(1) 
DO 800 I=2,NN 
Q*F<I)*C(IC1,I) 
IF(I.LE.NBBU))Q=Q+<RFCI)/EPS<I))*K0»EXP(-H1*T)»EXP<F(I)«T) 
Y(I)=(C(IC1,I)+DELT*Q - A1(I)*Y(I-1))/ALPHA(I) 
800 CONTINUE 
C(IC2,NH)=Y(NH> 
DO 810 I-1,KM-1 
K=NH-I 
C(IC2,K)=Y(K)-BETA(K)*C<IC2,K*1) 
C THE ARRAY C(IC2,K> INCLUDES THE CONCENTRATIONS IN ALL POINTS 
C IN THE COLUMN OTHER THAN THOSE DESIGNATED TO BARRIER BOUNDARIES 
C NOTE: THE POINTS ARE CONTINOUSLY NUMBERED 
810 CONTINUE 
KC=KC*1 
KF»KF*1 
KR=KR+1 
KE=KE*1 
T*T*BELT 
C***» RESULTS/OUTPUTFILES**** 
C 
C 
C 
C 
900 
910 
1000 
C 
C 
1010 
1030 
OUTPUTFILE HIGRAC CONTAINS CONCENTRATION PROFILES (CI/N**3) 
'OUTPUTFILE HIGRAF CONTAINS FLUXES OUT THROUGH THE SINGLE BARRIERS 
<CI/YEAR*H**2<BULK AREA)) 
OUTPUTFILE HIGRAU CONTAINS CONCENTRATIONS IN UELL <CI/N**3) 
IF(KC.EO.KCT) 60T0 1000 
CONTINUE 
IF(KF.EQ.KFT) GOTO 1100 
CONTINUE 
IF(KR.EO.KRT) GOTO 830 
IF(KE.EO.KET) GOTO 840 . 
IF<T.GT.THAX) GOTO 1200 
GOTO 820 
CONTINUE 
DO 1010 I*:,h»B(1>, 
CU<I)=C(IC2,I) 
THE ARRAY CU(I) INCLUDES CONCENTRATIONS IN ALL POINTS IN THE COLUH 
N, INCLUDING THE POINTS DESIGNATED TO THE BARRIER BOUNDARIES 
CONTINUE 
IMIHDH 
Q»EPS<I-1)*D<I-1)/EPS<I) 
DEL6*Q/(Q+D<I)) 
CU(I)>D£LG*C(IC2,I-1)+(1-DEL6>*C(IC2,I) 
DO 1020 J*2,NB 
DO 1030 K«NDD<J-1)+1,NBB<J> 
CU(K*J-1>»CCIC2,K> 
CONTINUE 
IFU.EQ.NB) GOTO 1040 
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25600 
25700 
2S800 
25900 
26000 
26100 
26200 
26300 
26400 
26500 
26600 
26700 
26800 
26900 
27000 
27100 
27200 
27300 
27400 
27500 
1020 
1040 
1060 
1050 
1100 
27600 C 
27700 
27800 
27900 
28000 
28100 
28200 
28300 
28400 
28500 
28600 
28700 
28800 
28900 
29000 
29100 
29200 
29300 
29400 
29500 
29600 
29700 
29800 
29900 
30000 
30100 
30200 
30300 
30400 
« 
1110 
C 
C 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1310 
1320 
1300 
Q-EPS(NBB<J))*D(NBBU))/EPS(NBB<J)+1) 
DELG*0/(Q*D<NBBU)*1)) 
CUCNBBU)*J)=DEL6*C<IC2fNBB(J))+(1-DEL6>*C(IC2 
CONTINUE 
CU(NBB(NB>+NB>=C(IC2,NHAX> 
IF(RECIP.EQ.I) CU(HBB(NB>*NB*1)=C(IC2,NH) 
URITE<7,1060> T 
F0RHAT(X,E10.3) 
URITEf?,/) NH,0,R 
URITE(7,1050> <CUU),J=l,Nr1) 
FORNAT i8Ei 0.1) 
KC=0 
60T0 900 
CONTINUE 
KKF=KKF+I 
DO 1110 J=1,HB-1 
QsEPS(NBB(J))*0(NBB(J))/EPS(NBB(J)-r1) 
DELG=0/(Q+D<NBBU)+1)) 
Q»DE>.G*CCIC2,NBB(J>)+<1-DEL6>*C(IC2,NBB<J>+1> 
NBB<J>+1) 
FL<J,KKF)=-<D<NBB<J))/DELN)«(Q-C(IC2,NBBU))>»EPS<NBBU>> 
THE 'FL' ARRAY COLLECTS THE FLUXES OUT THROUGH 
CONTINUE 
KF=0 
IF(RECIP.EQ.O) GOTO 910 
FL(NB,KKF)=-DU*.'C(IC2fNM)-C(IC2,Hh-))) 
CU(KKF)=C(IC2fNH) 
THE ARRAY CU COLLETS THE CONCENTRATIONS IN THE 
1T0 RECIP'D 
GOTO 910 
CONTINUE 
CL0SE(7,DISP=KEEP) 
00 1230 J=1,NB 
URITE<8,1210) J 
F0RHAT<X,I3) 
URITE(8,/) KKF,0,S 
URITE(8,1220) (FL(J,1),1=1 ,KKF) 
F0RHAT(8E10.3) 
CONTINUE 
CL0SE<8,DISP»KEEP> 
IF(RECIP.EQ.O) 60T0 1300 
URITE<9,1310> 
FORHAT C UELL CONCENTRATION'/> 
URITE<9,/> KKF,0,S 
URITE<9,1320> <CUU),J«1,KKF) 
F0RHAK8E10.3) 
CL0SE(9,DISP»KEEP) 
CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
THE SINGLE BARRIERS 
UELL (CORRESPONDING 
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APPENDIX II: POROSITIES 
In table AII-1 the porosities for a series of common geological 
materials are given. 
TABLE AII-1. Porosities of selected materials. 
material porosity (c)(in pet) 
sand 37-50 
granular crushed rock 44-45 
soil 43-54 
sand stone 3-38 
limestone (dolomite) 4-10 
coal 2-12 
sandy clay 15-25 
clay 40-50 
chalk 30-50 
concrete (ord. mix.) 2- 7 
spherical packings 36-43 
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APPENDIX III: DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 
In a porous media (without any chemical interaction between the 
diffusing species and the solid phase) the apparent diffusion 
coefficient, measured relative to the open ends of a totuous 
pore, is less than the intrinsic diffusion coefficient in the 
pore fluid by a factor proportional to the square of the tortu-
osity of the pore, since the actual path is increased proporti-
onally to the tortuosity and the concentration gradient along 
the pore is reduced proportionally to the tortuosity. 
4 
According to the theory of Mackie and Neares the apparent dif-
fusion coefficient, D, is given by equation (AIII-1), where D__ 
aq 
refers t c the di f fus ion coe f f i c i en t in pure water. 
D = D <e/2-e) 2 (AIII-1) 
aq 
However, it should be noted that equation (AIII-1) applies to 
homogeneous media and only when the pore diameter is large com-
pared to the diameter of the diffusing molecule. 
A distinct decreasing effect of the apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient with decreasing pore size has been observed, leading to 
a revised version of the equation for D (equation (AIII-2)). 
D » DaqQ(e/2-e)2 (AIII-2) 
where Q is a constant less than 1. The actual magnitude of Q is 
dependent of the nature of the porous media and the diffusing 
material. In a recent investigation the factor Q has been deter-
mined to be ca. 0.05 for the diffusion of sodium ions in chalk 
samples from the Erslev chalk formation (Mors, Denmark). 
The diffusion coefficients for ions, i, in pure water, D , can 
be calculated by application of the limiting ionic conductances 
(Xt (fi-1cm2)) in water (equation (AIII-3)).7 
Daq " *i*ff/l*il2*2 (AIII-3) 
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where R is the gas constant, T is the absolut temperature, z. 
is the ionic charge and F is the Faraday. 
Diffusion coefficients for selected ions are given in Table 
AIII-I 
TABLE AIII-I. Diffusion coefficients (xl0 5cm 2s _ 1) for 
selected 
H + : 
L i + : 
Na"*" : 
K + : 
Rb + : 
Cs : 
ions 
9.30 
1.03 
1.33 
1.96 
2.07 
2.06 
in pure water 
M g 2 + : 
C a 2 + : 
S r 2 + : 
Ba2+ • 
C u 2 + : 
Z n 2 + : 
: 0.71 
: 0.79 
0.79 
. 0.85 
: 0.72 
0.70 
at 
La 
Ce 
25°C 
3+ . 
• 3+ 
• 
0 
0 
.62 
.62 
Cl" : 
Br" : 
I ~ : 
HCO": 
2-
2.03 
2.08 
2.04 
1.45 
0.53 
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APPENDIX IV: TIME DEPENDENCE OF POROSITIES AND RETENTION 
FACTORS 
The program DIFMIG takes into account the possibilities of time 
dependent changes of porosities, £K(t)» a n d retention factors, 
Rf(t). 
Since no mathematical formulations of possible time dependence 
of porosities and retention factors have been reported, the 
program DIFMIG operates with simple exponential changes between 
initial values, e7(t_) and R,(t ), to the time t = t . and final 
values, Ejrtt^ ) and R-(t^), reached at infinite timo, t » t,,. 
Intermediary values of porosities and retention factors at times 
t = t. are given by the equations (AIV-1) and (AIV-2), G and 
j c 
G_ being constants. 
e K ( t j ) * eK(t-} " ( eK ( t« )" eK ( to ) ) e x p (" Ge tj ) (AIV-1) 
Rf(V = Rf ( t- ) " (RJ<tJ-Rf(t0))exp("GRtj) (AIV-2) 
Other possible mathematical formulations of time dependent chan-
ges in e and/or Rf may be introduced into the computer code by 
suitable substitution in the lines 14500 and/or 13700, respectively. 
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APPENDIX V: DIFMIG COMPARED TO ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 
The validity of calculations performed using the program DIFMIG 
has been tested in the "single-barrier case", i.-«- no barrier 
boundaries present, by comparison the DIFMIG solution to the 
analytical solution, which is obtainable in this particular case. 
The analytical expression is given in equation (AV-1). 
C « *C0(erf [ (h-x)/2/IT5t) ]-erf [ (h+x)/2/7T5t) 1> (AV-1) 
Calculated concentration and flux profiles are shown in figures 
AV-I and AV-II, respectively, where a good agreement between the 
DIFMIG solution and the analytical solution is noted. 
Within the first 0.5 • of the column the innitial concentration 
of a nuclide is assumed tc be 1 Ci/m3; elsewhere the initial 
concentration is equal to zero. In figure AV-I the concentration 
profile to the time t « SO years (covering the first 10 * of the 
Figure AV-I 
o.i 
l o . 
•J 
s 
H 0.4 
> 
0.2 
2.5 5.0 7.5 (•) 
TEST: ANALYTICAL SOLUTION ( _ ) OWANtt TO DIFRI6 (»> 
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coluan) is shown. The flux out of th« active cor« as a function 
of tin« is visualised in figur« AV-II. For simplicity th« decay 
constant for the nuclide is fixed equal to zero. 
Figure AV-II 
20 4« CO M ( f«t t l ) 
TEST: MMITTICM. SOLUTION ( ) COJTMfB TO DIRIIG(V) 
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APPENDIX VI: EXAMPLES 
Two types of barrier systems are considered: A) 4 barriers, the 
last barrier being of infinite length (figure AVI-I) and B) 4 
barriers, the last barrier (of 1 m length) ending in a pond (fi-
gure AVI-II). 
Figure AVI-I. 4-barrier system, the last barrier (4) 
being of infinite length 
1. 2 . 3 . 4 . pond 
Figure AVI-II. 4-barrier system, the last barrier (4) 
ending in a pond. 
The bairier 1 is assumed to the active core of the repository, 
in which the nuclide under investigation is found at the time 
t=0 or produced as a function of time. 
In the present examples the diffusion coefficient for the diffu-
sing material is fixed equally in all barriers to 0.03 m year"1 
corrresponding to the diffusion coefficient in pure water, the 
porosity is fixed to 0.4 (all barriers? except ex-iv), and the 
retention factors are 10"2 (barrier 1 and 2), 10"3 (barrier 3), 
and 10" (barrier 4), respectively. 
ex-i: Barrier system A. At the time t«0 the concentration of a 
nuclide (X-0.001) is 2000 Ci/m3 in the active core (barrier 1) 
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(aqueous phase).No additional activity is produced during the 
period of time (2000 years) studied. In figure AVI-III the con-
centration profiles for t=200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 years, 
respectively, is shown (only the barriers 1, 2, and 3 are visu-
alized) . In figure AVI-IV the corresponding flux profiles for 
the fluxes of activity out from the barriers 1 and 2 are depicted. 
Figure AVI-III 
* 1 . 2 -
> 
>• 
y 
< 0.4 
\. 
Jx
( 
^"•"SC^ 
2 . 
^,t-20O 
t«400 
/t-800 
,yt-iooo 
3. 
-
-
.8_ 
0.5 1.0 
LENGTH (m) 
2.0 
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Figure AVI-IV 
T 
soo 1300 
TIME (y««r») 
1500 
ex-ii; Barrier system A. At the time t»0 the concentration of the 
nuclide (A=0.001) in the active core (barrier 1) is equal to zero. 
Activity is continuously supplied to the aqueous phase (1 Ci/year) 
during the time period studied (2000 years). In figure AVI-V the 
concentration profiles (through barriers 1-3) for t=200, 400, 600, 
800, and 1000 years are shown. The fluxes of activity out from 
barrier 1 and 2 are visualized in figure AVI-VI. 
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Figure AVI-V 
0.4 _ 
. t - 8 0 0 
„t«1000 
„t-600 
2 . 0 
Figure AVI-VI 
4 -
$ 
*
 l
 -
500 1000 
TIME (years) 
1500 
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ex-iii: Barrier system B. At the time t*0 the concentration of 
a nuclides in the active core (barrier 1) is assumed to be 2000 
Ci/m (aqueous phase). No additional activity is produced during 
the period of time under investigation (2000 years). 
Assuming a volume of the pond equal to 1 m and a pump out rate 
equal to 1 m /year, the resulting variation of activity in the 
pond as a function of time is visualized in figures AVI-VII and 
figure AVI-VIII for two different nuclides with decay constants 
equal to 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. 
Figure AVI-VII 
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Figure AVI-VIII 
c 
o 
X 
i 
H 
O 
o 
a 
o.a 
0.« 
0.« 
0.2 
- L 
1 1 
L 
/ -
-
-
soo 1000 
TIME (y*«rs> 
1500 
ex-iv: Barrier system A. As ex-i, however, with the porosity in 
the barriers 1 and 2 equal to 0.4, in the barrier 3 equal to 
0.04, and in barrier 4 equal to 0.4. Figure AVI-IX depicts the 
concentration profiles through the barriers for t=200, 400, 600, 
800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, and 2000 years, respectively. 
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Figure AVI-IX 
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